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1. INTRODUCTION
It was shown by Anosov [1] and Bowen [3] that approximate trajec-
tories (pseudotrajectories) of a diffeomorphism in a neighborhood of a
hyperbolic set are shadowed by real trajectories. Later different authors
[10, 11] proved that a structurally stable diffeomorphism on a closed
manifold M has the shadowing property on M (see also Appendix A in the
book [8]).
Bowen [2] showed that pseudotrajectories of a flow near a hyperbolic
set (separated from rest points) are shadowed by real trajectories (see also
[5, 6]).
In this paper we study a flow generated by a system of ordinary differen-
tial equations on a closed manifold M. It is assumed that the flow is
structurally stable.
We prove that pseudotrajectories of a structurally stable flow are
shadowed by real trajectories, and the shadowing is Lipschitz with respect
to the ‘‘error’’ (Theorem 2.1).
The main difficulty of the considered problem is created by the following
fact specific for flows. Let p be a nonwandering point of our flow. Since a
structurally stable flow satisfies Axiom A$ [13], the trajectory of p is hyper-
bolic. Denote by S( p) and U( p) the corresponding ‘‘stable’’ and ‘‘unstable’’
subspaces of the hyperbolic structure. If p1 is a rest point, and p2 belongs
to a nonsingular nonwandering trajectory, then
dim M=dim(S( p1)+U( p1)){dim(S( p2)+U( p2))=dim M&1.
Thus, the hyperbolic structures near rest points and near nonsingular
nonwandering trajectories are qualitatively different. Hence, standard
shadowing approaches do not work.
In Section 1 we prove a special abstract shadowing result for a sequence
[,k]of mappings of Banach spaces. It is not assumed that the linear parts
of ,k are invertible.
In Section 2 we reduce Theorem 2.1 to Theorem 1.1.
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2. SHADOWING FOR A SEQUENCE OF MAPPINGS
Let Hk be a sequence of Banach spaces (k # Z or k0), we denote by
| } | norms in Hk and by & }& the corresponding operator norms for linear
operators.
First we prove a ‘‘local’’ shadowing result. Consider a sequence of
mappings
,k : Hk  Hk+1
of the form
,k(v)=Ak v+wk+1(v), (1)
where Ak are linear mappings.
Theorem 1.1. Assume that
(a) there exist numbers * # (0, 1), N>0, and projectors Pk , Qk :
Hk  Hk (we denote below Sk=PkHk , Uk=Qk Hk) such that
&Pk&, &Qk &N, Pk+Qk=I
(I is the identity ),
&Ak |Sk &*, Ak Sk /Sk+1;
(b) there exist linear mappings Bk : Uk+1  Hk such that
BkUk+1/Uk , &Bk&*, Ak Bk |Uk+1=I ; (3)
(c) there exist numbers }, 2>0 such that
|wk+1(v)&wk+1(v$)|} |v&v$| for |v|, |v$|2, (4)
and the inequality
}N1<1 (5)
holds, where
N1=N
1+*
1&*
.
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Then there exist constants d0 , L>0 (depending on *, N, 2) with the
following property : if
|,k(0)|dd0 (k0 or k # Z), (6)
then one can find points vk # Hk such that ,k(vk)=vk+1 and
|vk |Ld. (7)
Proof. We consider the case k0. Let L be the Banach space of
sequences v=[vk ], vk # Hk , k0, with the norm
&v&=sup
k0
|vk |.
Define a linear operator G on L by
Gw=v=v1+v2+v3,
where
v1n=Pnwn ,
v2n= :
n&1
k=0
An&1 } } } AkPk wk ,
v3n=& :

k=n
Bn } } } BkQk+1wk+1.
Let us show that G maps L into L and estimate its norm. Take w # L.
Obviously,
&v1&N &w&.
Since Pkwk # Sk , we obtain from (2) that
|v2n |N :
n&1
k=0
*n&k |wk |N
*
1&*
&w&.
Similarly, we apply (3) to show that the series defining v3n converges, and
the inequality
|v3n |N
*
1&*
&w&
holds. Finally, we arrive at the inequality
&G&N+2N
*
1&*
=N1 . (8)
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Let v=Gw. It follows from the equalities
Anv1n=AnPn wn , An v
2
n= :
n&1
k=0
An } } } AkPkwk ,
Anv3n=&(I&Pn+1) wn+1& :

k=n+1
Bn+1 } } } BkQk+1wk+1
that
Anvn=vn+1&wn+1;
hence v satisfies the equalities
vn+1=An vn+wn+1 , n0.
Take
L=
N1
1&}N1
, d0=
2
L
.
The equalities
,k(vk)=vk+1 , k0, (9)
are equivalent to
vk+1=Ak vk+wk+1(vk), k0.
For v # L set
w(v)=[wk(vk&1), k0] with w0=0.
We obtain that a solution v of the equation
v=Gw(v) (10)
satisfies (9).
Assume that (6) holds. Let D be the ball [&v&Ld]. Take v, v$ # D.
Note that &v&, &v$&2. We obtain from (4), (8) that
&Gw(v)&Gw(v$)&}N1 &v&v$&. (11)
By (7),
|wk+1(0)|=|,k(0)|d, k0,
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hence, for v # D,
&Gw(v)&&Gw(0)&+&Gw(v)&Gw(0)&N1 d+N1}Ld=Ld. (12)
It follows from (5), (11), (12) that Gw maps D into itself and contracts in
D, hence there is a solution v of (10) that satisfies (7). This completes the
proof.
Remarks. 1. The case k # Z is considered similarly. In the definition of
G one has to take
v2n= :
n&1
k=&
An&1 } } } Ak Pkwk .
This does not change the estimates.
2. Let us compare Theorem 1.1 and the Shadowing Lemma for a
sequence of noninvertible mappings proved in [4]. In the definition of a
hyperbolic set [4, p. 548] it is assumed that the derivative Dfn(x) of the
mapping fn : Xn  Xn+1 maps isomorphically E un(x) to E
u
n+1( fn(x)) (here
E un are the ‘‘unstable’’ subspaces analogous to Un in Theorem 1.1). For the
‘‘stable’’ subspaces E sn (analogous to Sn) the condition is the same as ours,
Dfn(x) E sn(x)/E
s
n+1( fn(x)).
These conditions imply the uniqueness of a shadowing trajectory in [4]. It
is easy to understand that in the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 (in the case
k # Z) the shadowing trajectory is not necessarily unique. Note that this
property (nonuniqueness of a shadowing trajectory) is natural for struc-
turally stable systems, since given c>0 such systems have c-close different
complete trajectories.
We show in Section 2 that structures described by Theorem 1.1 arise in
the case of a structurally stable flow.
In addition, there exist interesting infinite-dimensional examples in which
Sk ‘‘grow’’ and Uk ‘‘decrease’’ at every step.
Consider Hk=l , k # Z, where l is the usual Banach space of
sequences x=[xk : xk # R, k # Z], with
&x&=sup
k
|xk |.
For k # Z let Ak : Hk  Hk+1 be defined as follows:
(Akx)m={12xm ,2xm ,
mk,
m>k.
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Obviously, conditions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied in this example with
*=12, N=1,
(Pkx)m={xm ,0,
mk,
m>k.
3. THE CASE OF A STRUCTURALLY STABLE FLOW
Let M be a closed smooth n-dimensional manifold with Riemannian
metric r. We denote by TxM the tangent space of M at x and by TM the
tangent bundle of M.
Consider a vector field X on M of class C1 and the system of differential
equations
x* =X(x). (13)
Let 5(t, x) be the flow of system (13). We denote by D5(t, x) the corre-
sponding variational flow (below for a mapping F we denote by DF its
derivative).
For d, T>0 we say that a mapping
9: R  M
is a (d, T )-pseudotrajectory of system (13) if, for any { # R,
r(5(t, 9({)), 9(t+{))d, |t|T. (14)
Remark. This definition is close to standard definitions of pseudotrajec-
tries for flows (see [6]). Note that we do not assume 9 to be continuous.
The flow 5 is called structurally stable if there exists a neighborhood W
of the vector field X in the space of C 1 vector fields on M with the
C1-topology such that for any Y in W there is a homeomorphism of M
mapping oriented trajectories os system (1) onto oriented trajectories of the
system
x* =Y(x).
It is known for a long time that the following two conditions [12] are
sufficient for the structural stability of the flow 5 [9]. Recently Wen [13]
proved that these conditions are necessary for the structural stability of 5.
Axiom A$. The nonwandering set 0 of the flow 5 is hyperbolic and can
be represented as the union of two disjoint compact sets, 0$ and 00, such
that
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(1) 00 consists of a finite number of rest points of 5;
(2) X(x){0 for x # 0$;
(3) closed trajectories of 5 are dense in 0$.
Strong Transversality Condition. Stable and unstable manifolds for
trajectories of 5 are transversal.
The main result of the paper is the following one.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that the flow 5 of system (13) is structurally
stable. Then there exist numbers d*, L*>0 such that, for any (d, 1)-
pseudotrajectory 9 with dd*, there is a point p # M and an increasing
homeomorphism : mapping R onto R and such that
:(0)=0, } :(t)t &1 }L*d,
and
r(9(t), 5(:(t), p))L*d, t # R. (15)
Remark. If 0$=< (i.e., the nonwandering set consists only of rest
points), one can take :(t)=t.
Below we construct some geometric structure connected with a struc-
turally stable flow (‘‘weakly upper semicontinuous’’ subspaces S( p), U( p)
for p # M) and then obtain Theorem 2.1 as a corollary of Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 2.1 [12]. There exists a unique decomposition
0=01 _ } } } _ 0m ,
where 0i are compact disjoint invariant sets, and each 0i contains a dense
trajectory.
The sets 0i are called basic sets.
If V is an arbitrary neighborhood of 0, then there exists [7, Chap. 5] a
number T0>0 (usually called the Birkhoff constant) such that if for x # M
5(t, x)  V for t # 3,
then mes 3T0 (here mes is the Lebesgue measure).
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For a set V/M we denote
O+(V )= .
t0
5(t, V ), O&(V )= .
t0
5(t, V),
O(V )=O+(V ) _ O&(V ).
Let us recall the definition of a hyperbolic set for system (13).
A set A is called hyperbolic for system (13) if
(h.1) A is compact and 5-invariant;
(h.2) there exist numbers C>0, * # (0, 1), and continuous sub-
bundles S, U of TM|A such that
(h.2.1) S, U are D5-invariant,
(h.2.2) for p # A
S( p)U( p)=Tp M if X( p)=0,
S( p)U( p)(X( p)) =TpM if X( p){0
(here (X( p)) is the span of X( p));
(h.2.3)
|D5(t, p)v|C*t |v| for v # S( p), t0;
|D5(t, p)v|C*&t |v| for v # U( p), t0.
Below for points of 0 we denote by S0, U0 the correponding subbundles
of TM|0 .
It is known [9] that on M there exists a C metric r$ such that for the
hyperbolic set 0 we can take C=1 in (h.2.3) (for norms generated by r$).
A metric with this property is called adapted. Obviously, if we prove
Theorem 2.1 for an adapted metric r$, then it is true for any metric r (with
another constants d*, L*). Thus, below we assume that our metric r is
adapted.
Proposition 2.2 [9]. There exist disjoint neighborhoods Vi of the basic
sets 0i , continuous subbundles Si , Ui of TM| V i _ O(Vi ) , and a number
*0 # (0, 1) such that
(1) Si , Ui are D5-invariant;
(2) Wi |0i=W
0 |0i , W=S, U ;
(3) Sj (x)/Sk(x), Uk(x)/Uj (x) for x # O+(Vj ) & O&(Vk);
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(4) Si (x)Ui (x)=TxM if 0i /00 ;
Si (x)Ui (x)(X(x))=TxM if 0i /0$;
(5) if x # Vi , vs # Si (x), and vu # Ui (x), then
|D5(t, x)vs |*t0 |v
s|, 0t1;
|D5(&t, x)vu |*t0 |v
u|, 0t1.
Remark. This statement is a part of Proposition 1.7 in [9] established
for a vector field X of class C2. Indeed, the assumption X # C2 is applied
in [9] to prove a stronger property of Ui , Si (the df-Lipschitz property).
The proof of the properties described in our Proposition 2.2 is true for
X # C1.
Fix a Birkhoff constant T0 for V=V1 _ } } } _ Vm . Now we construct a
family of linear subspaces S( p), U( p)/TpM, p # M, with special proper-
ties.
Take p # M. There exists t0 # [0, T0] such that q=5(t0 , p) # Vl for some
l and
5(t, p)  Vk with l{k for t # [0, t0]. (16)
Set
W( p)=D5(&t0 , q) Wl (q), W=S, U. (17)
We say in this case that the point p takes the subspaces (t.s. below) from
Vl .
Take points p, q=5(t, p), a neighborhood W of q, and introduce local
coordinates in TM|W as follows. Let ; be a coordinate mapping TM|W 
W0_Rn, so that, for (x, v) # TM|W , we have
;(x, v)=(;1(x), ;2(v)).
Lemma 2.1. Let q=5(t, p). Then
(s.1) D5(t, p) S( p)/S(q), t0;
D5(t, p) U( p)/U(q), t0;
(s.2) if rm  q for m  , then for large m there exist linear
isomorphisms 6m : Rn  Rn with the following properties:
&6m&I&  0 for m  
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and
6m(;2(D5(t, p) S( p)))/;2(S(rm)) for tT0 ;
6m(;2(D5(t, p) U( p)))/;2(U(rm)) for t0.
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the definitions of
S( p), U( p), and from statements (1), (3) of Proposition 2.2.
Before we prove (s.2) note that all the limits below in the proof exist due
to the continuity of the subbundles Si , Ui in Vi . First we consider the case
tT0 . Let q=5(t, p) t.s. from Vi . We can decompose the sequence rm into
subsequences whose members t.s. from the same Vj and consider these
subsequences separately. There are two possible cases.
Case 1. Vi=Vj . Take q$=5(t0 , q) # Vi . Since rm t.s. from Vi , it follows
from statement (1), Proposition 2.2, that we can take r$m=5(tm , rm) # Vi so
that tm  t0 and
S(rm)=D5(&tm , r$m) S(r$m), S(q)=D5(&t0 , q) S(q$).
It follows from the continuity of the subbundle Si in the neighborhood Vi
that for large m there exist isomorphisms 6m such that
&6m&I&  0 and 6m(;2(S(q)))/;2(S(rm)).
By the first statement, D5(t, p) S( p)/S(q), hence 6m have the desired
properties.
Case 2. Vi{Vj . Obviously, q  Vi in this case. Since tT0 , there exists
t0 # [0, T0] such that p$=5(t0 , p) # Vl with some l, and (16) holds, so that
p t.s. from Vl . Set }=t&t0 ; then
r$m=5(&}, rm)  p$ as m  ,
hence r$m # Vl for large m. The continuity of Sl (x) in Vl implies the relation
Sl (r$m)  Sl ( p$).
Consequently,
D5(t, p) S( p)=D5(}, p$) Sl ( p$)= lim
m  
D5(}, r$m) Sl (r$m)
= lim
m  
D5(}, r$m) S(r$m).
By the first statement,
D5(}, r$m) S(r$m)/S(rm),
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hence
D5(t, p) S( p)/ lim
m  
S(rm),
and the statement follows in the same way as in case 1.
Let us prove the second inclusion in (s.2). Assume that the point p t.s.
from Vi ; that is, there exists a point
p$=5(l, p) # Vi , l0,
such that
U( p)=D5(&l, p$) Ui ( p$).
Since
r$m=5(&t+l, rm)  p$,
we have
lim
m  
U(r$m)=U( p$).
It follows from (s.1) that
D5(t&l, r$m) U(r$m)/U(rm),
hence
D5(t, p) U( p)=D5(t&l, p$) U( p$)/ lim
m  
U(rm).
This completes the proof.
Obviously, there exists C0>0 such that
&D5(t, x)&exp(C0 |t| )
for all t, x. Set
C=exp(C0T0) *&T00 .
Take a point p # M. It easily follows from the definition of T0 and from
statements (1), (2), (5) of Proposition 2.2 that, for v # S( p), t0, we have
|D5(t, p)v|C*t0 |v|;
similarly for v # U( p), t0, we have
|D5(t, p)v|C*&t0 |v|.
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Consider a (d, 1)-pseudotrajectory 9 of system (13). Let L be the least
Lipschitz constant for the vector field X on M. Fix { # R and a natural
T>1. By definition (see (14)),
r(5(t, 9({)), 9(t+{))d, 0t1.
Since
r(5(t+1, 9({)), 9(t+1+{))r(5(t, 9({+1)), 9(t+1+{))
+r(5(t, 9({+1)), 5(t, 5(1, 9({))))
and
r(5(t, 9({+1)), 5(t, 5(1, 9({))))
exp(L) r(9({+1), 5(1, 9({)))d exp(L) for 0t1,
we obtain
r(5(t, 9({)), 9(t+{))d(1+exp(L)), 0t2.
Similar estimates show that
r(5(t, 9({)), 9(t+{))d(1+exp(L)+ } } } +exp((T&1)L)), |t|T.
Hence, our (d, 1)-pseudotrajectory 9 is a (dT , T )-pseudotrajectory with
dT=d(1+exp(L)+ } } } +exp((T&1)L)).
It is easy to see that if we prove an analog of Theorem 2.1 for (d, T )-
pseudotrajectories, then the same result holds for (d, 1)-pseudotrajectories
(with other constants d*, L*).
Take + # (0, 1) and find a natural T such that
TT0+1, C*T&10 +. (18)
For p # M set
Z( p)=S( p)+U( p).
Note that it follows form our constructions that
Z( p)=S( p)U( p).
Our previous considerations and the uniform continuity of Ui , Si in V i
imply the following statement.
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Lemma 2.2. The subspaces S( p), U( p) have the properties
(p.1) there exists N>0 such that
&P( p)&, &Q( p)&N, p # M,
where P( p), Q( p) are the projectors in Z( p) onto S( p) parallel to U( p), and
onto U( p) parallel to S( p), respectively;
(p.2)
|D5(t, p)v|+ |v| for v # S( p), tT&1,
|D5(&t, p)v|+ |v| for v # U( p), tT&1.
Take KN such that
|X( p)|K for p # M and &D5(t, p)&K for |t|T+1.
(19)
Now we fix local coordinates in TM as follows. For p # M let
expp : TpM  M
be the standard exponential mapping generated by our metric r. For c>0,
p # M set
Ec( p)=[v # TpM: |v|c].
It is well known that, for some c>0, any expp is a diffeomorphism of the
ball E2c( p) onto its image, the first derivatives of expp , exp&1p are uniformly
(in p) bounded on E2c( p) and on expp(E2c( p)), and
D expp(0)=I. (20)
We fix this c below.
It is easy to see that a family of linear subspaces W( p)/TpM, p # M, is
continuous at z # M if and only if
q  z implies D exp&1z (q) W(q)  W(z).
Now we formulate the uniformity of the ‘‘weak upper semicontinuity’’
described in part (s.2) of Lemma 2.1. The subbundles Si , Ui are uniformly
continuous on V i . A point p # M t.s. from Vi according to formula (17)
with t0 # [0, T0]. We easily obtain from the proof of Lemma 2.1, from the
compactness of M, and from the uniform boundedness of derivatives of
exp&1z that the following statement holds.
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Lemma 2.3. Given ;>0 there exists :>0 such that if z, p # M, t1 , t2 # R,
q=5(t1 , p), y=5(t2 , z), and the inequalities
r(z, q)<:, r( y, p)<:, |t1&T |1, |t2+T |1
hold, then there is a linear isomorphism 6( p,z): Tz M  TzM such that
&6&I&;, 6( p, z)(D exp&1z (q) D5(t1 , p) S( p))/S(z) (21)
and a linear isomorphism 3( p, z): TpM  Tp M such that
&3&I&;, 3( p, z)(D exp&1p ( y) D5(t2 , z) U(z))/U( p). (22)
For p # M and a # (0, c) denote
Za( p)=Z( p) & Ea( p), 7( p)=expp(Zc( p)), 7a( p)=expp(Za( p)).
Obviously, 7( p) is a smooth disk (with boundary) transversal to X( p)
at p.
We say below that a point p # M is of type (R) if Z( p)=TpM (in this
case dim 7( p)=dim M), and of type (O) if Z( p){TpM (in this case
dim 7( p)=dim M&1).
Let p be a point of type (O). The subspaces S( p), U( p) are defined by
(17). Since Sl , Ul are continuous, their sum is transversal to X in V l , and
t0T0 , we obtain that the angle between Z( p) and X( p) and the norm
|X( p)| are separated from zero (by a constant independent of p). Hence,
the following two statements hold.
Lemma 2.4. There exist constants d1>0, K11 such that if z is of type
(O) and r(z, q)d1 , then there is a scalar function f (x) of class C1 in the
d1 -neighborhood of q such that
5( f (x), x) # 7(z), | f (x)|K1r(x, 7(z)),
and
r(z, 5( f (x), x))K1r(x, 7(z)).
Lemma 2.5. There exist positive constants d2d1 , bc with the
following property.
If z is of type (O), r(5(T, p), z)d2 , then there is a function {1(x) of class
C1 on 7b( p) such that
,(x)=5({(x), x) # 7(z), |{(x)&T |1.
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If p is of type (O), r(5(&T, z), p)d2 , then there is a function {1(x) of class
C1 on 7b(z) such that
,1(x)=5({1(x), x) # 7( p), |{1(x)+T |1.
Remark. Obviously, the norms of D,, D,1 are uniformly (in p, z)
bounded, below we assume that
&D,(x)&, &D,1(x)&K.
In addition, D,, D,1 are uniformly continuous in the following sense: given
;>0 there is :>0 (depending only on ;) such that if x1 , x2 # 7b( p),
xi*=exp&1p (xi ), yi=,(xi ), and r(x1 , x2):, then
&D exp&1z ( y1) D,(x1) D expp(x1*)&D exp&1z ( y2) D,(x2) D expp(x2*)&;
(and the same holds for D,1).
Let us prove this uniform continuity for D,. In this proof, the existence
of a uniform estimate for some value a means the following: there exists a
number b such that, for any point p # M, we have the estimate of the type
|a|C(b) in the b-neighborhood of p, where the function C depends only
on such global properties of system (1) as
max|X | , max "Xx " ,
and so on.
Let us fix local coordinates in neighborhoods Wp , Wz of the points p, z,
respectively. We may assume that z is the origin of Wz , and that in local
coordinates y of Wz the disk 7(z) belongs to the hyperplane y1=0.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 7(z) in Wz is given by the
linear relation
y=Ls, s # Rn&1,
where elements lij of the matrix L have the form lij=$(i, j+1) for 1in,
1 j n&1 (here $(i, j ) is the Kronecker symbol, $(i, j )=1 for i=j,
$(i, j )=0 for i{j ).
Let us preserve the notation 5 for the flow in the chosen local coor-
dinates. Denote p$=,( p) # 7(z), and let p$=5(t0 , p). Consider for x # Wp ,
t # R, s # Rn&1 the function
F(x, t, s)=5(t, x)&Ls.
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Obviously, a point y=Ls # 7(z) is the image of a point x # Wp under , if
and only if there exists a number t close to t0 and such that F(x, t, s)=0.
Assume that p$=Ls$. Then F( p, t0 , s$)=0.
Consider the matrix
A=
F
(t, s) } ( p, t0 , s$)=(X( p$), &L)
(we preserve the notation X for the vector field). The vector X( p$) has
nonzero angle with the hyperplane 7(z), hence det A{0. By the implicit
function theorem, in a neighborghood W$ of p there exist functions
{(x), _(x) of class C1 such that {( p)=t0 , _( p)=s$, and
F(x, {(x), _(x))#0 (23)
in this neighborhood. Obviously, {(x) is the function given by Lemma 2.5,
and ,(x)=L_(x) for x # W$.
For x # W$ denote
A(x)=(X(,(x)), &L).
Denote by X1 the first component of the vector X in the local coordinates
of Wz . If a basic set 0i is a rest point of 5, then it follows from the
construction of the families S, U before Lemma 2.1 that any point in the
corresponding neighborhood Vi of 0i is of type (R). Hence, there exist
constants c1 , c2>0 such that for any y in a c1-neighborhood of a point z
of type (O) we have the estimate
|X( y)|c2 .
The angle between the vector X(,(x)) (for x in a neighborhood of p) and
the hyperplane y1=0 (containing 7(z)) is uniformly separated from 0,
hence there is c3>0 such that for X1(,(x)), the projection of X(,(x)) to
the y1 axis, the inequality
|X1(,(x))|c3 |X(,(x))|c4=c2c3
holds. By the structure of the matrix L, |det A(x)|=|X1(,(x))|c4 . Hence,
the values of
&A&1(x)&
are uniformly bounded.The second derivatives of components of F with
respect to t, si are also uniformly bounded. It follows from the standard
estimates in the implicit function theorem that the radiuses of W$ can be
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chosen uniformly separated from 0. Set B(x)=A&1(x). Differentiate (23) to
obtain
F
x
+
F
t
{
x
+
F
s
_
x
#0.
This gives the equality
&
F
x
=A(x) \{x ,
_
x+
T
(T means transposition). Thus, we can express
_
x
=&B0(x)
F
x
,
where B0 is a submatrix of B. It follows that
D,(x)=&L
_
x
=&LB0(x)
F
x
.
The matrix
F
x
coincides with D5({(x), x), hence it is Lipschitz in x with an absolute
Lipschitz constant (since the times {(x) are uniformly bounded).
Standard calculation shows that
B
x
=&A&1
A
x
A&1(x).
Since the value
A
x
=\Xx , 0+ ,
is uniformly bounded, we obtain that D, is Lipschitz with a uniform
Lipschitz constant. This obvously proves our remark (since the derivatives
of exp, exp&1 are also uniformly bounded).
Lemma 2.6. Given ;>0 there exists :>0 such that, for any z, p # M, the
following holds for {, {1 , ,, ,1 defined in Lemma 2.5.
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If z is of type (O) and r(5(T, p), z):, then for any v # S( p) with |v|=1
|(D5({( p), p)&D,( p))v|;.
If p is of type (O) and r(5(&T, z), p):, then for any v # U(z) with
|v|=1
|(D5({1(z), z)&D,1(z))v|;.
Proof. We prove only the first statement, for the second one the proof is
similar.
Take v # S( p) with |v|=1. Let #(s) be a smooth curve, s # [0, 1], such
that #(0)=p, #* (0)=v. Denote {0={( p),
#1(s)=5({0 , #(s)), #2(s)=,(#(s))=5({(#(s)), #(s)).
There exists s0>0 such that if :d1 (see Lemma 2.4), then for
s # [0, s0] the function {*(s)=f (#1(s)) is defined.
Denote
v1=D5({0 , p)v, v2=D,( p)v.
Obviously,
v1=
d#1
ds
(0)=
d
ds
5({0 , #(s))| s=0 , (24)
v2=
d#2
ds
(0)=
d
ds
5({0+{*(s), #(s))| s=0=X(q)
d{*
ds
(0)+v1 , (25)
where q=5({0 , p).
Set v$=D exp&1z (q)v1 . By Lemma 2.3, given ;1>0 there exists :1>0
such that if ::1 , then there is an isomorphism 6( p, z): TzM  TzM with
&6( p, z)&I&;1 , 6( p, z)v$ # S(z)/Z(z).
Hence, given ;2>0 there exists :2>0 such that if ::2 , then the angle
between v$ and Z(z) is less than ;2 . Note that these :i depend only on the
corresponding ;i .
Since derivatives of exp p are uniformly bounded, given ;3>0 there
exists :3>0 and s1>0 such that, for ::3 ,
r(#1(s), 7(z));3 s, s # [0, s1],
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hence (by Lemma 2.4)
|{*(s)|K1;3 s, s # [0, s1] and } d{*ds (0)}K1 ;3 .
It follows from (19) that
}X(q) d{*ds (0) }KK1 ;3 .
Since ;3 can be taken arbitrary, it remains to compare (24) with (25) to
complete the proof of our lemma.
Take &0 # (0, 1) such that *=(1+&0)2 +<1. For this * and N (from
Lemma 2.2) take the corresponding N1 (Theorem 1.1) and find }>0 such
that (5) holds. Now we find & # (0, &0) such that
4K(8K 3+4K2+9K+1)&<}2. (26)
Below we denote by d $ positive constants that depend only on &, }, K, N.
At each step of the proof, we consider (d, T )-pseudotrajectories such that
d does not exceed the minimal d $ previously chosen. Since we choose d $
finitely many times, no generality is lost. We take d $min(b, d2).
We fix d $ such that for any points x, y # M with r(x, y)d $ and
y$=exp&1x ( y ) the inequalities
|D exp&1x ( y )v|
|v|
,
|D expx( y$)v|
|v|
1+& (27)
hold.
We fix d $ such that if
r(z, q)<d $, r( y, p)<d $,
then for the linear isomorphisms 3( p, z), 6( p, z) (see Lemma 2.3) we have
&6&I&, &3&I&, &3 &1&I&&. (28)
Now we prove Theorem 2.1 for (d, T)-pseudotrajectories. Let 9 be a
(d, T )-pseudotrajectory, denote xk=9(kT ), k # Z. Set Hk=Z(xk).
Fix a pair xk , xk+1. Denote
p=xk , z=xk+1.
We consider three possible cases.
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Case 1. z is of type (R). In this case, define a diffeomorphism ! by
!(x)=5(T, x) and let
,k=exp&1z b ! b expp .
Obviously, we can take d $ such that ,k is defined on Zd $( p). It follows from
(20) that
D,k(0)=J=D exp&1z (q) D!( p): Hk  Hk+1 ,
where q=!( p).
We can write
,k(v)=Jv+/(v)
with /(0)=.k(0), D/(0)=0. Since the derivatives of !, expp are uniformly
continuous, there exists d $ such that
|/(v)&/(v$)|}2 |v&v$| for v, v$ # Zd $( p). (29)
Set
Ask=6( p, z) JP( p), A
u
k=F3
&1( p, z) Q( p),
where
F=D!( y) D expp( y*): Hk  Hk+1 ,
and y=!&1(z), y*=exp&1p ( y).
We write below 6 instead of 6( p, z) etc.
We represent ,k(v) in form (1), where
Ak=Ask+A
u
k , wk+1(v)=(J&Ak)v+/(v).
Take vs # S( p). By Lemma 2.2, vs1=D!( p)v
s # S(q) and |vs1 |+ |v
s|. By
(27), for vs2=D exp
&1
z (q) v
s
1 we have the estimate |v
s
2 |(1+&) |v
s
1 |. Since
6vs2 # S(z) and (28) holds, we see that v
s
3=6v
s
2=A
s
k v
s # S(z) and |vs3 |
(1+&) |vs2 |* |v
s|. Hence,
AskS( p)/S(z), &A
s
k |S( p) &*. (30)
Now take vu # U(z) and let U$(z)=D!&1(z) U(z) and U"(z)=
D exp&1p ( y) U$(z). By Lemma 2.2, v
u
1=D!
&1(z) vu # U$(z)/U( y ) and
|vu1 |+ |v
u|. For vu2=D exp
&1
p ( y) v
u
1 # U"(z) we have |v
u
2 |(1+&) |v
u
1 | (see
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(27)). Now (28) implies that, for vu3=3v
u
2 # 3U"(z)/U( p), we have
|vu3 |* |v
u|. Set Bk=3G, where
G=D exp&1p ( y ) D!
&1(z): Hk+1  Hk .
Since vu3=Bk v
u, we see that
BkU(z)/U( p), &Bk |U(z) &*. (31)
Take w=vu3 # 3U"(z). We obtain Qw=w, 3
&1w=vu2 ,
F3 &1w=Fvu2=D!( y) D expp( y*) v
u
2=D!( y) v
u
1=v
u,
hence
Auk Bk |U(z)=I. (32)
Since
Ak |S( p)=Ask , Ak Bk |U(z)=A
u
k Bk |U(z) ,
it follows from (30)(32) that Ak , Bk satisfy conditions (2),(3) of Theorem
1.1.
Obviously, there exists d $ such that if r(q, z)d $, then
&D!( y) D expp( y*)&D exp&1z (q) D!( p)&&.
For dd $ let us estimate
&J&Ak&=&J(P+Q)&Ak &&JP&Ask &+&JQ&A
u
k&
=&JP&6JP&+&JQ&F3 &1Q&. (33)
Since &P&K, &J&(1+&)K2K (see (27)), and &6&I&& (see (28),
the first summand in (33) does not exceed 2K2&. Let us estimate the second
summand.
&JQ&F3 &1Q&K &J&F3 &1&=K &F(3 &1&I )+F&J&
2K2&+K &D!( y) D expp( y*)&D exp&1z (q) D!( p)&
&K(2K+1).
This gives
&J&Ak&2K(2K+1)&}2. (34)
Now we obtain from (29),(34) that if dd $, then ,k satisfies conditions
(25) of Theorem 1.1 with 2=d $ (of course, we identify Pk with P( p), etc.).
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Case 2. p and z are of type (O). By Lemma 2.5, functions {, {1 and
mappings ,, ,1 are defined on 7b( p), 7b(z), respectively. Denote
q=,( p), y=,1(z), y*=exp&1p ( y), q*=exp
&1
z (q), q$=5(T, p).
Set
,k=exp&1z b , b expp .
Then
J0=D,k(0)=D exp&1z (q) D,( p),
denote
J=D exp&1z (q) D5({( p), p).
By Lemma 2.4, the inequality r(z, q$)dd $ implies r(z, q)K1 d, hence
|,k(0)|=|z&q*|K1 d.
It follows from the properties of , (see remark after Lemma 2.5) that we
can take d $ such that
,k(v)=J0 v+/(v),
and for dd $ (29) holds.
Set
F=D5({( y), y) D expp( y*), G=D exp&1p ( y) D5({1(z), z)
and note that {( y)=&{1(z), hence
FG=I. (35)
We take again Ask=6( p, z) JP( p) (3( p, z), 6( p, z) are given by Lemma
2.3 for the points q, y fixed above). The same reasons as in Case 1 show
that (30) holds (note that D5({( p), p) S( p)/S(q)).
Set Bk=3G and U$=BkU(z)/U( p). Repeat the proof of Case 1 to
show that (31) holds. Let U* be the orthogonal complement of U$ in U( p).
Represent Q( p)=Q$+Q*, where Q$, Q* are the corresponding projectors.
Obviously,
&Q$&, &Q*&K.
Set
Auk=F3
&1Q$+J0Q*.
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For v # U(z) we have v$=Bkv=3Gv # U$, hence Q*v$=0 and
Auk Bkv=F3
&13Gv=v
(we apply (35) here). This proves (32). Now we take Ak=Ask+A
u
k and
represent ,k(v) in form (1) with wk+1(v)=(J0&Ak)v+/(v).
Apply Lemma 2.6 to find d3=: that corresponds to ;=&. Take d4>0
so small that if dd4 , then
&D,1(q) D expz(q*)&D exp&1p ( y ) D,1(z)|&
(see remark after Lemma 2.5).
For dd $min(d3 , d4) let us estimate
&J0&Ak &&Ask&J0P&+&A
u
k&J0Q&.
Consider the first summand. By Lemma 2.6,
&JP&J0P&K(1+&) max
v # S( p), |v|=1
|(D5({( p), p)&D,( p))v|
K(1+&)&2K&,
hence
&Ask&J0P&=&6JP&J0 P&&6&I& } &JP&+&JP&J0P&
2K(K+1)&. (36)
Now consider
&Auk&J0Q&=&F3
&1Q$+J0Q*&J0(Q$+Q*)&=&F3 &1Q$&J0Q$&
&F(3 &1&I )Q$&+&FQ$&J0Q$&. (37)
The first summand in (37) does not exceed 2K2&. Let us estimate the
second one. Take v0 # Z( p), |v0 |=1, let w=Q$v0 , we have |w|K |v0 |=K.
There exists v # U(z) such that w=Bkv. Since v=F3 &1w, we have
|v|4K |w|4K2. We obtain
FQ$v0&J0Q$v0=F3Gv&J0 3Gv
=F(3&I ) Gv&J0(3&I ) Gv+FGv&J0Gv.
Obviously,
|F(3&I )Gv|4K2& |v|16K4&, |J0(3&I ) Gv|16K4&.
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Since FGv=v, we come to the estimates
|FGv&J0Gv|=|v&J0Gv|=|J0(J&10 v&Gv)|
&J0&( |(J&10 &D exp
&1
p ( y) D,1(z))v|
+|(D exp&1p ( y) D,1(z)&G )v| )
K |(D,1(q) D expz(q*)&D exp&1p ( y) D,1(z))v| (38)
+K |(D exp&1p ( y) D,1(z)&D exp
&1
p ( y) D5({1(z), z))v|
4K& |v|16K3&. (39)
Note that we apply the choice of d4 to estimate (38) and the choice of d3
to estimate (39).
It follows from our estimates that
&Ak&J0 &4K(8K3+4K2+K+1)&}2.
Thus, in this case, for dd $, ,k satisfies conditions (25) of Theorem 1.1.
Case 3. p is of type (R) and z is of type (O). Consider { and , defined
on 7b( p) (see Lemma 2.5). Take q, q*, ,k , J, J0 the same as in Case 2.
Represent ,k(v)=J0v+/(v), we assume that for dd $ (29) holds.
Note that similarly to Case 2 we have |,k(0)|K1 d.
Denote {0={( p) and define a diffeomorphism ! by !(x)=5({0 , x).
Denote
7$=!&1(7b(z)), y=!&1(z), y*=exp&1p ( y ).
Obviously, p # 7$ and for x # 7$ we have !(x) # 7(z). Hence, ,(x)=!(x) on
7$ and
D!( p)w=D,( p)w for w # Tp7$. (40)
Set
F=D!( y) D expp( y*), G=D exp&1p ( y) D!
&1(z).
Consider 3( p, z), 6( p, z) given by Lemma 2.3 for p, z, q, y. Define Ask , Bk ,
U$, U*, Q$, Q*, Auk , Ak as in Case 2. The same reasons as in Case 2 show
that (35),(30)(32) hold.
Let us estimate &Ak&J0Q&. Since derivatives of expp are uniformly
bounded and |{0&T |1 (see Lemma 2.5), we can find d $ such that if
dd $, then the following two statements are true.
If v # Ty7$ (or v # Tp 7$) then w=D exp&1p ( y )v (correspondingly,
w=D expp( y*)v) can be represented as w=w$+w", where w$ # Tp 7$
(correspondingly, w$ # Ty7$) and |w"|& |w|.
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The inequality
&D exp&1z (q) D!( p)&D!( y) D expp( y*)&& (41)
holds.
Take dd $. The first summand in (37) is estimated similarly to Case 2.
Now we estimate &FQ$&J0Q$&.
Since D!&1(z) U(z)/U( y ) (Lemma 2.1) and U(z)/Z(z)=Tz7(z), for
v # U(z) we have
v1=D!-1(z) v # U( y)/Ty7$.
By our choice of d $,
v2=Gv=D exp&1p ( y) v1=v$2+v"2 with v$2 # Tp7$, |v"2 |& |v2 |.
Since (28) holds,
v3=3( p, z) v2=Bkv=v2+v$3 , |v$3 |& |v2 |.
From the inequalities
|v2 |(1+&) |v$2|, |v$3 |&(1+&) |v$2 |,
|v"2+v$3 |2&(1+&) |v$2 |4& |v$2 |
we obtain that Bkv=v$2+v2$$$ with v$2 # Tp7$ and |v2$$$|4& |v$2 |.
Hence, any w # U$ we can represent in the form w=w$+w" with
w$ # Tp 7$ and |w"|4& |w$|.
Take v0 # Z( p) with |v0 |=1, let w=Q$v0 . We can write w=w$+w" with
w$, w" as above. Obviously, }1, hence it follows from (26) that &<18.
Since |w|K and |w$|(1&4&)|w|, we obtain the inequalities |w$|2K,
|w"|8K&.
Let us write
FQ$v0=D!( y) D expp( y*)w
=D!( y) D expp( y*) w$+w"1 , |w"1 |2K|w"|16K2&; (42)
J0Q$v0=D exp&1z (q) D,( p)w
=D exp&1z (q) D,( p) w$+w"2 , |w"2 |16K
2&. (43)
Since D,( p)w$=D!( p)w$ (see (40)), it follows from (41) that
|D!( y) D expp( y*) w$&D exp&1z (q) D,( p)w$|
=|D!( y) D expp( y*) w$&D exp&1z (q) D!( p) w$|& |w$|.
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Now we obtain from (42), (43) that
|FQ$v0&J0Q$v0 |& |w$|+32K2&2K(16K+1)&.
Since the first summand in (37) does not exceed 2K 2&, we come to the
estimate &Auk&J0Q&2K(17K+1)&. This gives
&Ak&J0 &4K(9K+1)&}2.
Hence, in Case 3, for dd $, ,k also satisfies conditions (25) of Theorem
1.1.
Apply Theorem 1.1 to find d $0 , L$ (corresponding to *, N, 2=d $). Take
d0=d $0 K1 . Then, for dd0 , we have
|,k(0)|K1dd $0 ;
hence, by Theorem 1.1, there exist vectors vk # Hk such that |vk |L"d
(with L"=K1L$) and ,k(vk)=vk+1 . The definitions of ,k imply that the
points pk=expxk (vk) have the following property: any pk+1 belongs to the
trajectory of the flow 5 through pk . Hence, these points belong to one
trajectory of 5. Note that the inequalities
r( pk , xk)L"d
hold. Define numbers tk by pk+1=5(tk , pk). In Case 1, tk=T. In Cases
2, 3, we have the inequalities
r(5(T, pk), z)r(5(T, p), z)+r(5(T, pk), 5(T, p)).
The first summand does not exceed d, the second one does not exceed
exp(LT ) L"d (recall that L is the least Lipschitz constant for X ). It
follows from Lemma 2.4 that pk+1=5(tk , pk) with |tk&T |L1d, where
L1=K1(1+exp(LT )L").
Set {0=0, {k=t1+ } } } +tk for k>0, and {k=tk+ } } } +t&1 for k<0.
Now we define :: R  R: for k # Z set :(Tk)={k , for t # [Tk, T(k+1)]
set
:(t)={k+(t&Tk)
tk+1
T
.
Obviously, : is an increasing homeomorphism mapping R onto R.
Take t # [Tk, T(k+1)] for k>0, set t$=t&Tk. Then
:(t)&t={k&
tk+1
T
Tk+t \tk+1T &1+ ,
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hence
:(t)
t
&1=
{k&ktk+1
t
+\tk+1T &1+ .
Since
|{k&ktk+1 ||t1&tk+1 |+ } } } +|tk&tk+1 |2kL1d,
we obtain that
}:(t)t &1 }L2 d, (44)
where L2=3L1T. Analogous estimates prove inequality (44) for all t.
Now we estimate
|:(t)&{k&t$|= } t$ \tk+1T &1+}L1d. (45)
Set p=p0. Obviously, 5(:(Tk), p)=5({k , p)=pk . For t # [Tk, T(k+1)]
we have
r(5(:(t), p), 9(t))r(5(:(t)&{k , pk), 5(t$, pk))
+r(5(t$, pk), 5(t$, xk))+r(9(Tk+t$), 5(t$, 9(Tk)))
(note that 5(:(t), p)=5(:(t)&{k , pk), xk=9(Tk), 9(t)=9(Tk+t$)).
The first term on the right does not exceed KL1d (we apply (45) and the
inequality |X |K). The second term does not exceed
exp(LT ) r( pk , xk)L" exp(LT)d,
and the third term is not more than d (since 9 is a (d, T )-pseudotrajec-
tory). This leads to the inequality
r(5(:(t), p), 9(t)|L3d,
where L3=KL1+L" exp (LT )+1.
Take L=max(L2 , L3) to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Remark. If 0=00, then all xk are of type (R), hence tk=T, and we
can take :(t)=t.
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